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CHRISTIANITY

by Samuel H. Moffett, Ph.D.

When one writes about the church in Korea the temptation is.

strong to begin with statistics. They can be so impressiye.

Statistics of church growth, for example. The Protestant community-

's doubled in every decade since 1940, and is stii, out-pacing the nation^

popuiation growth four to one (that is, a church ^th rate ofp ^
10% annually, compared to population grow

Catholics since I960, after a long period of comparatively ow gr wth,

ore now increasing at an even sharper percentage ratio than Protest

^

Or statistics of church membership. The government hsts over

,,v. Ke.eeb. - Christian, in«n9 -
bv ,h. churches. This is 13% cl the population « h.gh per

aqe for Asia where the over-all ratio is only 3%.

Dip into amos. any area of national life, and startling Chnst,a.

„.,i„ic con, tumbling out. On.-thitd ot - • -» —
at. said to b. Christian. Ko... ha, th. largos, women, college »

”
worid, Ewha « Christian college Korea has mo,, theoiogrc

students than a„y other

more than any other country » the world outside ,h. Umt.d State.

capital city, Seoul, has over 1500 churches.

Buddhism, ,or

There are other religions in Korea, of cour .

example, claims to have more followers than Christianity. 19,000,000 as
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compared with 4,600,000 Christians, but its claims are a little hollow

despite evidences of revival in recent years. All spot checks and samplings

indicate that Christianity is the largest organized religious force in Korea

today. What the statistics do not show, however, is the continuing power

of a primitive animism (Shamanism) among the masses of the people (over

60%) who claim to have no religion.

There is a darker side to the statistics of Korean Christianity,

also Closer examination of the swelling figures reveals the tragic facts of

division and schism. Major denominational distinctions existed before, imported

from the West, but only since the Korean War, during the decade of

division from 1950 to 1960, have the Korean denominations themselves

become so splintered, as the chart below will show. There are:

14 Presbyterian bodies with

1 Roman Catholic church

3 Methodist bodies

2 Holiness bodies

3 Baptist bodies

6 Pentecostal groups

1 Anglican Church in Korea

1 Seventh Day Adventist body

1 Salvation Army group

over 2, 000, 000 constituents

1, 100, 000

550, 000

275, 000

100, 000

140, 000

30, 000

32, 000

56, 000

But the statistics of church schism notwithstanding, the raw data

of Korean Church growth and membership suggest something of the bursting

vitality of a church so young that the first Korean Protestant to receive

infant baptism died only five years ago.

The first Christians in Korea were Japanese. Some estimate that

as many as 18,000 of the soldiers of Hideyoshi’s invading armies were

Catholic converts under such Catholic lords as “the chivalrous Christian

daimyo” Konishi Yukinaga, who captured Seoul and Pyongyang. Such an
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in 1884 there were some 17.500 Roman Catholics in the country.

In that same year the firs, resident Protestant missionary -

Horace Alien M D. ,
reached Korea. He was not, however, the fust

Horace Allen
Catholics earlier,

introduce Protestantism. This was done, as the

by the Koreans. Eight years before Allen opened up Korea

work in ,876 a small group of Koreans had been converted by Scott

,

Presbyterians i„ Manchuria. They helped the missionaries with the

ll translation of the New Testament beginning with the public^ o

. . , . lfl o, Ac other gospels were published the

the Gospel of Matthew in 1881. As otner y p

, rrossina the Yalu to distribute the Scriptures secretly

Korean converts began crossing the Taiu

in Korea. One of them, So Sang-Yun, returned to his native village not far

north of Seoul, converted most of the families, and gathered together

worshiping congregation of almost a hundred people a whole year before

the first Protestant missionary arrived in 1884.

Early Protestant mission history was dominated by the Presby
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entire church membership, and ’sturdy self-reliance for the young church - self-

government, self-propogation, and self-support. But to contrast the two

denominations too sharply is to oversimplify and distort. Methodist evangelists

spearheaded the nation-wide evangelistic crusade of of 1909 10, the

Million movement. And Presbyterians, too, pioneered in education, as in

Songsil College (now Soongjun University) and Yonsei University.

A strong strain of evangelism has been a marked feature of

Korea’s Protestant churches. The great Korean revival which reached its

climax in 1907 was a spiritual explosion charged with “extraordinary

manifestations of power.” It touched off a massive ingathering of believers

that increased the membership of the churches fourfold in five years, from

1903 to 1908.

In the same period new mission groups entering the country,

such as the Salvation Army and the Oriental Missionary Society, (which

founded Korea’s third largest denomination, the Holiness Church, now called

the Korean Evangelical Church) reinforced the evangelistic and pietistic

character of Korean Protestantism. Evangelism has been at the root of its

rapid growth. In general, although mass evangelism has been effectively

practiced in Korea, the major cutting edge of growth has been individual

witness by lay Christians, and the natural channel of growth has been

the family. The influence and witness of relatives is most often

mentioned by new church members as the most important factor in their

conversion.

The pietism of the Korean church, though it is too often tarnished

with the kind of legalistic other-worldliness which that once-respectable word

now connotes, has its strengths as well as its weaknesses. Protestants for the

most part do not drink or smoke. This does lead to some misplaced pride

and
j

what is far more dangerous/ obscures for others the basis of

Christian salvation. But at least it produced healthier Christians, and leaves

them with more money to support the church, which they do with amazing
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zeal. The deeper strength of pietism, however, is spiritual. Nurtured by

prayer, and supported by unwavering convictions, Korea s Christians have

time and again found inner resources of spiritual power to meet, to endure,

ond to survive some of the most intensive persecutions of modern times,

first under the Japanese militarists and then under the communists.

But the same conservative pietism, it is charged, has also made

Korean Christianity narrow and lacking in social concern. The criticism is

only partiy justified. On the one hand it is true that the Korean church

rarely produces searching theological resolutions and sweeping mainfestos

on social and political issues. This probably indicates a lack of serious

evangelical emphasis on social justice and the social implications of the

gospel. On the other hand, however, the history of Korean Christianity is

full of political protest, social revolution, and evangelical demonstrations.

The church’s pervasive involvement in the Korean independence movement s

protest agaimst colonial injustices was denounced by the Japanese as

suicidally radical. The Rev. Kiel Sun-Ju was more than Korea s foremost

evangelist, he was also an organizer of the 1919 independence demonstrations

ond principal Christian signator of the Korean Declaration of Independence,

for which he spent two years in jail. Of the thirty-three signers, sixteen

were Christian at a time when only 3% of the country was Christian.

The Christian educational revolution in Korea not only introduced

modern education to the country, it was the opening wedge in the liberation

of Korean women from the centuries-long impositions of Confucian tradition.

Out of Korea’s first school for women, started by the Methodists in 1886,

has grown today’s Ewha Women’s University which ranks along with the

co-educational Yonsei University, founded by Presbyterians, among the four

most prestigeous schools in the country. This favored inner circle is now

broadening to include a fifth prestige school, the Jesuits Sogang University.

There are today eleven Protestant colleges and universities, eighty-five

Protestant high schools, seventy-nine middle schools, and innumerable Christian
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primary schools all legally recognized as private schools but subject to

Ministry of Education curriculum requirements. The most recent controversial

issue in the Christian educational system has been a proposal of the

Ministry to forbid the teaching of Bible and religion in the private schools.

A strong protest by the churches to the President himself has reversed the

•decision.

The medical revolution in Korea was also Christian. The first

Protestant mission institution was a hosital, the gift of a grateful king to Dr.

Allen, the first missionary, for saving a royal prince's life. Today there are

twenty-one Protestant hospitals in operation and many smaller clinics. For

years the only medical education in the country was at Severance’s Medical

College which grew out of Dr. Allen’s first hospital. As late as 1954 the

Korean government reported that more than a third of all Korea’s licensed

physicians were Severance graduates. Christian hospitals strongly emphasize

family planning, supporting one of the most successful birth control programs

in Asia outside Japan. Population increase is down to 2.2% with a target

of 2%. In 1961 it was 2.9%. Another Christian emphasis is rural medical

service, as in the satellite-clinic plan of the Taegu Presbyterian Hospital,

the village health program of the Chonju Medical Center, and the island

•experiment in low cost medicine and community health program on Kojaedo.

'But still only 6.5% of the rural population ever gets modern medical

treatment, and the ever-increasing “brain drain” of Korean doctors and nurses

to the U.S. and West Germany aggravates the situation.

Christian impact in the fine arts has has been no less pervasive.

Christians rescued from oblivion the Korean alphabet, key to the country’s

native culture. The publication of the Bible in Hangul (the Korean alphabet)

rather than in Chinese characters was the beginning of an indigneously

Korean literary renaissance in which Christian novelists, poets and artists

have played a part out of all proportion to their ratio in the population.

The national anthem was written by a Christian. In Seoul several years ago
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what was probably an effort to use religion as an anticommunist morale-

builder, the Korean government encouraged an “entire army make believer

movement which opened the door to an evangelistic campaign so successful

that there have been mass baptisms of over 3,000 servicemen at one time.

In two years more than 50,000 baptisms were recorded, and the percentage

of Christians in service has jumped from an estimated 16% five years ago

to 33% today.

The pace and political background of the crusade have raised

serious questions, but with few exceptions the instruction by the chaplains

has been positively Christian, not negatively anti-communist, conversions

seemed to be real, and active follow-up continues as the draftees return to

take important roles in their village churches.

Of considerable concern recently has been the role of the

Christian under government as distinct from that of the Christian in

government. It is a far more difficult problem than when the government

was foreign and Japanese. Then Christian opposition could be nationalistically

automatic. Opposition is no longer so easy. Now that the government is their

own, the Korean Christian’s concern for justice, protest against corruption,

and defense of freedom sometimes conflict agonizingly with his patriotism,

loyalty, and obedience to the recognized powers of the state. A further

deterrent to hasty protest is the deep hunger in the peninsula after years

of savage troubles for stability and security and continued economic progress.

Nevertheless, when protests have had to be made, there have

been Christians to make them. Sometimes it has been done by official

statements, more otfen by silence which is in itself difficult, and sometimes

by demonstrations. The Korea National Council of Churches has courageously

championed freedom of the press. The most effective and decisive protest

against municipal injustices was a demonstration led by a Christian pastor in

one of the capital’s worst satellite slum areas. It forced the city to make

reforms and has revitalized a dead and forgotten ghetto into a pioneering
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what was left of Christianity in the North, the Rev. Kang Ryang-Uk, whose

close kinship to North Korean Premier Kim ll-Sog perhaps explans h,s

survival as both a Christian minister and a high communist official, said tha

he knew of no church buildings or Christian meetings.

Nevertheless, undeterred by calamities and divisions and problems

that would cripple lesser churches, Korea's buoyant Christians continue to

multiply and spread. They support over forty Korean Protestant foreign

missionaries (including wives), and six Catholic. Most are in Asia but they

hove also sent missionaries to lands as distant as Ethiopia and Brazil. It

may well be, as some Korean Christians are already saying, that if the

missionary enthsiasm of the West declines, the little country of Korea will

hove the vitality and faith to take up the continuing challenge of wor

evangelization.
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